terial horizontally and a space vertically for ation in formation and drainage with subdiv the changes in the B and A horizons. Such chart was too cumbersome to be useful in It was condensed and rearranged into the form.
It was found from discussion with variou including county agents, Smith-Hughes land appraisers, and farmers, that they did n stand the relation between soils developed sidual parent material and those develop transported soil material. To overcome this the charts were made broad enough to pla two main groupings of soils side by side. main division was for soils formed from weathered in place, such as sedentary soils sedimentary soils for the Coastal Plain are are generally called primary soils. This gr subdivided on the basis of drainage and inc excessively, imperfectly, well-, and poorl soils. The descriptive term, excessively drain to soils which are formed on relief or to too steep to permit enough water penetr profile development, and to soils which ar from such coarse-textured materials that little formation of a B horizon. These soils profiles. The well-drained soils are the nor that would develop under good conditions age. They have A, B, C profiles. The thir perfectly drained group includes soils in w internal drainage has not been sufficient t completely the materials in the B horizon. T drained soils are always mottled in'the upp frequently to the surface. Since the soils in subdivision vary considerably in color, t further subdivided according to surface col light or dark.
The second main division was for the s soils or those formed from transported This division contains three groups, nam luvial, terrace, and bottomland. The term is used to designate the soils the materials have been transported only short distances. I
